
APPROACH

Interpretation of code of practice to cross reference Statutory Guidance

Supporting GIRFEC presentation diagram

link back to SG

Closely aligned to GIRFEC guidance and underpinned by UNCRC and GIRFEC principles

Child focused and rights respecting

Put into sections reflecting different agencies, not all 1 document and be able to update a section if it changes

Able to be interpreted locally but some core elements to ensure consistency

Issue national guidance similar to 'National Guidance Child Protection in Scotland 2014'

FORMAT

Keep it simple

Non-stigmatising/non-judgemental language

refer to children and families not 'service users'

Flowcharts and diagrams

clear and focused case studies

does not need to be too long or over complicated

escalation process overview for issues/support required

GOOD PRACTICE / CASE STUDIES

NP and LP interface examples ie where single agency plans

Several case examples of when information is shared without consent - using other legislation such as referral for reporter etc.

Case examples

National practice model guidance

Good practice TATC

SPECIFIC RE- COMMS

Clarity over role and responsibility of (SG) national helplines

C&YP in adult criminal justice system - statement on whether a CJSWR and plan is sufficient or if additional assessment using NPM required?

how to consider different systems/processes and terminology between local authorities/health boards/police/third sector etc.

transition

what does it mean for each agency

National directory of named person/single point of access

advocacy

individual NP responsibilities (local)

single or dual sharing of info - SW/NPS?

more information re - required information (not blanket approach)

conflict with other acts - 16yo ASP act

CHILD'S PLAN

Advice on filtering and interpretation

who is the go to person for education re-health quarter.  

core groups and child's plan meetings

inclusion

leadership

agreement

collegiate decisions

tone

challenge

outcomes

SMART

expectation

child's voice

make explicit how CSP's, carer statements and child's plans interact

clarity required on what is an assessment and what is a plan

using term child's plan to core plan, assessment, chronology is not helpful - key point needs to cover legislation, code and guidance

Practice Guidance 

Include explanations of whole act not just what is covered by Stat Guidance



Several case examples of when information is shared without consent - using other legislation such as referral for reporter etc.

C&YP in adult criminal justice system - statement on whether a CJSWR and plan is sufficient or if additional assessment using NPM required?

how to consider different systems/processes and terminology between local authorities/health boards/police/third sector etc.

using term child's plan to core plan, assessment, chronology is not helpful - key point needs to cover legislation, code and guidance

Practice Guidance 

Include explanations of whole act not just what is covered by Stat Guidance



Other Materials
TRAINING

workforce analysis on impact for all agencies and a workforce able to deliver (money and resource)

Training materials by organisation and discipline - eLearning
as an example look at 'Corporate parenting website'  www.corporateparenting.org.uk

CONTINGENCY

Contingency plan? What if the legislation is not passed?

Do we need to look at guidance on current laws DP&HR?

Plan B for if Bill falls to make sure parts 4&5 can be implemented without information sharing

NOW

Interim guidance for practitioners and children and families before commencement

Update GIRFEC practitioners guide

policy/guidance to b updated in the interim to provide clarity to all involved

Need for refocus on GIRFEC - now.  

COMMS

General media campaign promoting getting it right for every child and de-mystifying information out there

materials for families 

Public communication

GDPR compliant

Clear and comprehensive communications strategy to help C&F understand what is happening

Raise awareness at all levels in organisations

OTHER SUPPORT MATERIALS

National directory of NP/single point of contact

tools for reflecting children's views

child's plan checklist

FORMAT

Discipline - specific examples

vignettes and case studies for all organisations

Local decision, be able to add flowcharts or other materials relevant to your area

Could have good practice examples

NP reference mats - flowcharts

Keep it simple

SPECIFIC RECOMMS

Information sharing agreements & weeding and retention rules

Focus on investment in early intervention & support for families

Read consultations responses & vast information already provided by children and families and practitioners

Work to think about different thresholds in local authorities (child protection)



STATUTORY GUIDANCE
Named person service and named person relationship
Childs plan order - Assessment vs. action 
Clarity about 'in' or 'out' requests for NPS - what does it mean in reality
CSP child's plan covers statement
Clarity on statutory child's plan
Child's view
NP expectations ie. Home schooled, 16 + school leavers, gypsies, armed forces, independent schools
supervision/line management of NP's needs to be much clearer - how does this fit with info sharing ie 
professional discussion to establish threshold of concern
request for assistance vs helping named person
SG should follow the act structure
clear definition: named person - training, qualification, experience and position
clarity required on what is an assessment and what is a plan - using the term child's plan to cover  
assessment chronology functions is not helpful 
positive tone to run through out displayed in a rights based way - don’t just focus on crisis situations
SG AND PG same headings and format structure.  To ensure a read across
refer to law in logical manner
duty to consider
hyperlinks
what role does the lead professional play?
How does the role between the lead and named connect? How do they effectively share info?
Clarity over role and responsibility of 3rd sector
Rights-based definition of wellbeing
Follows/interprets the act?
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